Portugal 2016

16th September 2016
Written on board Cap Finistere, hungover, rather seasick, slightly time-pressured as the
“Orca presentation” is on in 15 minutes (and who would want to miss that?) and richer to
the tune of a book on “Brittany Ferries, 40 memorable years of Service, Hospitality and
Holidays”, a note pad, two Brittany Ferries pens and an MP3 cover I can’t give away.

Yesterday’s start was rather leisurely, especially as loading up Doris involved chatting to everyone on
the street. We had a whole morning for connecting the electrics, for being told to go away because
I’m in the way of connecting the electrics, for debating what we could fit in, for sneaking the cobb
frying pan into a box (again) and endless packing in of bits made easier through experience of doing
it all so many times before.

With living on a slope we needed somewhere flat to check levels so stop number one was
Warminster to pick up antibiotics I’d ordered in, grab lunch and for Peter to check, add, blow up or
tinker with oil, coolant, tyres and so on. Stop number two, Halfords inn Salisbury for a longer socket,
stop number three was Portsmouth. First to arrive, followed by Rachel and Angus then Andy and
Pretty then Clare and Nigel with their sodding Larry the Skull still on Dave’s roof rack.

The coolant level had dropped again, something Nigel reassures us is just Doris burping off the air
bubbles from the gear box flush through.
Cap Finistere seems very familiar by now. I was sent off to book a table for supper as soon as we got
on board, too early as there is no booking until 17.00. Nothing for it but to head to the Planets Bar
and start tucking in to the Kronenbourg. 17.00 came, the bing-bong lady announced bookings being
taken and muggins here was sent off again to book a table. 17.01 and I was at the back of a very long
queue of biddies. I texted Peter to bring me my Kronenbourg and Rachel and Angus found me. They
had booked a table for all of us, yippee, so back to the Planets Bar, more Kronenbourg and the quiz
on cetations with Yolanda the bowl-cut Orca Society lady. Poor thing, faced with a sea of biddies and
bikers and us, she was trying to whip up enthusiasm for, or at least persuade some of us to do, her
quiz. So we did. Team “I thought this was about Wales” won! 18/20 combined effort with the reward
of “Brittany Ferries, 40 memorable years of Service, Hospitality and Holidays”, a note pad, two
Brittany Ferries pens and an MP3 cover I can’t give away.
Supper was excellent, washed down by Rose. Did end up missing most of the film titles quiz, but Bill
and Mike were paying attention, Paul went and got us an answer sheet and I asked the DJ to run
through the questions again. We probably got 5/20 this time but still got a prize – for the best team
name (No Eyed Dear) so another Brittany Ferries pen and note book plus more playing cards. Most
riskee clue “ The NHS is giving away sex changes for women”..
Couldn’t take much more excitement so we wound our way to bed. Oh, and from the cetation quiz –
mass whale beachings are apparently because a granny whale beaches and the family all swim along
with her trying to steer her back to sea.
17th September 2016

11.25 – Peter is bored.
14.13 – still not feeling great
14.52 – missed the Origami
It’s lovely in the breeze and sunshine on the open deck. Just painted my nails and all feels good.

18th September 2016

I’m getting a bit confused now. It’s that afternoon of Sunday 18th, I’m in the sun on a lounger
on Sagres beach, Peter is heading in to the sea, Clare and Nigel are already in it. The sand is
beautiful, the water is marginally warmer than the North Sea.

The drive here was a bit of a trek. Disembarked off the ferry at 18.30, seven vehicles headed off in a
convoy, but at the first petrol station the others filled up whilst Discos Doris and Dave shot off down
the A-67. The aim was to drive as far as we could before the “goggly-eyes” hit then park up, sleep
and finish the drive the following day (ie today).
We passed the scene of our first ever overlanding coffee stop, a shitty (literally) layby about an hour
south of Santander. Last visited 13.09.12 – I know because I have my Morocco diary details with me.

We were at some point passed by Paul, ploughing on to stay with his daughter Charlotte in
Salamanca. We watched him disappear into the distance like the Millennium Falcon in hyperdrive. At
some point nearer Salamanca we then passed Rachel and Angus. Salamanca looked stunning,
glowing in the dark as we bypassed her beautiful lit-up silhouette. The town of Bejar, which we still
want to visit on a leisurely comfy car potter when we get older, came next, there was a big old black
bull cut-out looming from the dark somewhere and scattered down the route were churches
standing proud, often in pairs.

Music was courtesy of Feeling FM, CAD-100, Kiss FM and “Rock FM”. “What a feeeeling…please
believe me…”…”I’m so crazy in love..da da da da…crazeee in love..”…..”I love cheap
thrills!...”bbbbbrrrrm bbrrrrmm brrmm bbbrmmm…. “feh feh fehh fe feh Justeen Beeeber, feh
fehh”….”feh feh feh Shania Twen”… “ Man! I feel like a woman…!”. We drove and drove, swapped
drivers, drove and drove, swapped again. Some time around 10pm we dived into Tordesillas for a
“burger and a pee”. Went to the centre of town, found a restaurant with no customers, four types of
meat (all veal) and two local specialities (one was oxtail, the other was something unappetising) and
embarrassed ourselves by walking out. Across the street was a place that sold burgers and had a loo.
“Quattro HambXXL cheese y bacon por favour – gracias-no, obrigadoh-no, obrigadah – no gracias!”.
Drove and drove. Trying to read a laminated map by faltering head torch was not easy, the fact that
navigation trough the centre of Spain is a doddle compensated somewhat.

Just before Seville Disco Dave led us off to some services. “IzisdawaydaPortugal?” asks Nigel. “It’s
one of ‘em!” Says Peter, looking at the non-motorway signs to a very rural looking Spain/Portugal.
Back on the motorway and we carried on past Seville to the A-49 to The Algarve. It was after 4am,
the goggly-eyes were creeping in and the Portugal 133km sign was the final straw.
Hence an over-(part of)night stay parked in a petrol station (the AVIA near Umberte) sleeping in
hastily erected roof tents, surrounded by trundling lorries, rattly trailers, asthmatic pigeons, dodgy
guys Nigel thinks were transporting dogs, a compressor and the automated petrol pump lady blaring
out directions to (quite possibly dazed and confused) customers. And we slept! All four of us.
Amazingly.

A leisurely start, a pootle across the border, a fuel stop and that’s it. Now all lounging in the sun on
Sagres beach. Good to see Clare has brought scatter cushions.

14.15 – Nigel is bored.

14.16 – Peter is fine. There is a Portuguese topless lovely lady doing yoga in the sea cross-legged in
the Buddha position.
Tonight we are at Orbitur Sagres Campsite. Richard and Trish were the first to arrive, Doris and Dave
next, Paul/Bill and Mike/Dave/Andy and Pretty next and just awaiting Angus and Rachel.
Taxis in to Sagres at 19.30 to the Mer la vista fish restaurant. Andy’s first crab, Pretty’s first port,
excellent fish stews and very drinkable vino verde.

19th September 2016

Departing Camping Orbitur after an amazing night’s sleep.
We set off after:
1) Jump starting Richard’s D3
2) Pauls “macro-talk” about the route through Portugal, the topography, the eco-culture and
the port wine. And the tensions between Portugal and Spain.

First call was Cap St Vincent lighthouse, the most South-westerly point of Europe. Dramatic cliffs,
lots of history including mention of Henry the Navigator and Germans with a campervan doing
stretches in the carpark.

Five minutes later and we were on dusty, St John’s rose strewn tracks all the way to our campsite.
The smell of Portuguese countryside is gorgeous. Eucalyptus, waxy St John’s rose and wild fennel
scents waft into the car (generally preceded by the whack as it hit the side panels). The track and the
dust flying up is warm red and light and good for decorating the vehicles. Next stop was Vila da Bispo
for provisions. Covered market with patient proprietors, lovely bread baps, maramara honey and
olives

Lunch was down a rocky off-road track through lots of St John’s rose to a beach that was near
identical to Mawgan Porth in Cornwall: complete with surf school, cold water and rock pools. And
nudists. Not fat German lesbians either, according to the man who lead us there.

Back up the track, a quick dash back to a village for a loo stop, and on through fragrant dusty country
with wafts of essential oils, past the odd BMW and a perfect temperature. Just heaven.

We stopped at Aljezur at the castle of the moors, last occupied at the time of Alfonso III apparently,
down to the petrol station for ice creams and fuel and the chance for Dave and me to raid the local
Farmacia for insulin. Having stated last night that he was fine to have pudding because he could “just
have some extra insulin” he realised that his extra insulin was still at home. Happily, after the rather
obliging chap at the Farmacia shook his head in a not very convincing manner he delved out the back
and returned with both types of insulin. Sorted.
Last stage was to the eucalyptus forest where we are now, cobb out, tenderloin cooked and eaten,
tent up, vino verde going down nicely and sitting round Paul’s BBQ fire.
Crickets are out. Cricky cricky cricky cricky…
Things to look up ;
Henry the Navigator
History of the Moors
History of the flag of Portugal.
Our campsite is deep in the eucalyptus forest North West of Monfiche. Eucalypts are the assassins of
the tree world according to Paul (and he does sound like he knows what he is talking about).They are
fire resistant, but their bark is like firelighters. It peels off, hits the forest floor, encourages fire which
wipes out the non-fire resistant other trees.

The tracks are criss-crossed, the slopes terraced with old and new areas of eucalypts divided by fire
breaks – incredibly steep dusty tracks that had the boys salivating and itching to bomb up and down
them. Cork tree orchards hug the slopes too. Twisty gnarly trees which are stripped to head height in
rotation leaving rusty coloured under-bark. Dried up riverbeds have sprigs of purple flowered wild
mint among the rocks. Cacti have fruit on them. Mad Swiss on motorbikes emerge from the dust and
wheelie past. The fennel plants bash and waft and the temperature is perfect for windows down.

20th September 2016

After a false start, reverse up and start again we were off through the eucalypts. A gentle drive, M80
on the radio …”I’ll stand by yooouu, won’t let nobody hurt yooouuu….” …. Bump bump low range
bump bump…”..my china gu-u-u-url”….pee stop…bump bump.. high range… bump bump.. low
range… Stop at Santa Clara for bread and chorizo, coffee and egg custards. Santa Clara is charming,
white houses with pale blue trim, little cobbled streets just coping with us lot squeezing through.

Lunch stop was an unplanned venue in the trees: Paul led us down a track that was a tad impassable.
Stop, manoeuvre, reverse, next track, farm, barking dogs, grumpy farmer, stop, manoeuvre, reverse,
retreat, worry about Clare and Nigel having a Deliverance moment with a grumpy farmer and his
barking dogs, back on the road briefly, on a track again, stop, laugh at Nigel’s recoil as Peter nearly
does a pee stop facing their Disco, manoeuvre, reverse, back on the road, down a track past barking
dogs and a corgi guarding a bridge then lunch.
The reservoir, I think Santa Clara, where we were supposed to have lunch has a road running
through it that becomes a ford when the water levels are high. At present there is no water in the
reservoir at that point at all, let alone on the road. “Someone has pulled the plug” says Paul, born up
by the fact that round the corner the remains of the reservoir are a sad low pool with huge sweeping
dry sides. Not hanging around it was back on the road again, bump bump.. “oooh baby,do you know
what that’s worth, oooh heaven is a place on earth..” bump bump.. “How does it feel..bump.. to love
me like you do?”.. bump bump.

Across the autoroute and on to Castro Verde and a pristine campsite with “hot and powerful”
showers, fajitas and wine. I had picked up a tiny splinter in my right heel from one of the thorny
spikey plants at lunchtime .It was not painful generally but after supper Andy got out his beautifully
organised dressing kit (or one of them), pulled his nitrile gloves on and by head torch light tried to
dig it out with his plastic forceps, then my eyebrow tweezers.

21st September 2016
Written in a wild camp next to a river, sitting round Paul’s wheel guard BBQ.

The day started with Nigel strolling up to Bill with the words ”You sorted that fan belt yet?”. The
squealing of yesterday had all of us thinking we were slipping but according to Rachel she likes the
sounds as it helped her and Angus to locate the convoy on a couple of occasions. Four blokes,
bonnet up, five minutes and it was sorted, engine on and a belch of black smoke straight out of the
exhaust on to Bill’s clean clothes. Next Paul drove round to fill his water tank with gallons and
gallons of water. Bill, after moving his clean clothes, shuffled past the back of the group with the
words “No wonder that reservoir is empty”.

First stop of the day was the supermarket for food, local specialities including pigs’ testicles on offer.
Back out to the car park and Dave was back in for ant killer for the ant colony in his Discovery. They
had climbed in via a chair propped against it, trekked to the back, found a cubby hole and set up
home. Meanwhile, Bill was starting his first beer of the day (one that had a burst can), “Its’s
collateral damage!”
On the road and over the sun scorched grassy plains of the Alentejo. The odd false start where tracks
had been wired off, then past a farm with kennels full of barking dogs, another barbed wire barrier,
back past the barking dogs, a bit of fence rearrangement and we were carrying on over more tracks.
Our first village was Entradas, very picturesque single storey white buildings along straight narrow
streets. Each village has a communal wash house in varying states of repair. Other villages were
equally pretty with little village parks usually with old guys each leaning on a stick sitting on benches
in the shade of some trees. One village had bunting, happily not removed by any of the CB aerials, a
bemused white van driver who had to reverse out of our way and a group of old folks with smart
phones taking pictures of us as we thundered our way through.

Lunch was near a little tree shaded river, lots of spikey grass and thistles and little frogs jumping into
the water.

The villages were lovely today, I think they were Trindade, Cabesa Gorda, Quintos, Brinches and
Moura, and the tracks were through endless flowing olive orchards broken up by strips of cork trees.
We stopped under huge bridges at the River Guadiana for a paddle with the tiny fishes and the odd
crayfish.

Our wild camp is a cracker, down a rocky path to a broken area by a river. This place is bumpy but
stunning. Andy, Pretty and I swam and then Clare, Nigel, Peter and I had a beer while watching Bill
and Mike have a domestic over where to park up. Mike stood under an umbrella looking like
something from Madame Butterfly and seemed to be saying things like “I don’t know why you didn’t
just stay there!?”

Then Peter told me about the fuel leak. Diesel was dripping from the back axle. “I know what that is”
says Nigel “My mate Ian had the same thing happen to his D2”. With the common phrase “It’s a wellknown landrover design fault” he explained that one of high pressure diesels pipes wears on the
chassis to the point of rubbing a hole in it. It needed to be cut out and closed with a push-fit
coupling. And he just so happened to have one that might fit. Peter and I emptied the boot of
everything, the boot cover came off, the fuel pump was exposed and google/youtube consulted.

With Doris reversed up onto boulders (in effect a God-made pit), Peter, Nigel, Paul and Dave in a
combined effort and by dint of the coupling, some string, a sharp knife and lots of jiggery pokery

have fixed it (we hope).

Loaded up and manoeuvred back again and we have put up the tent, cooked a BBQ on Paul’s magic
spare wheel BBQ and I am now sitting in Disco Dave writing this by head torch as the others drink
port, eat cheese and look at the stars.

22nd September 2016

It was a gorgeous night in a gorgeous location. We were on a tributary of the Alqueva Reservoir. In
the morning whispy mist curled over the water, the local church bells tolled 6am and the sun shone
warmly on the boulders. Happily Doris started and has worked beautifully all day. Our first stop was
Mourao which boasts a castle with intact(ish) ramparts, intact(ish) stone steps up to them and
absolutely no barriers .Built at the time of Alfonso IV in 1343 the castle is in a rather elaborate star
shape.

In town the bread stop was to a shop piled high with cushions, hats, cork handbags and Veet. The
petrol station round the corner had egg custards and further out of town was a Monolithic Menhir.
We crossed the Alqueva Reservoir and had lunch at some standing stones on a plain below the
utterly stunning hill top town of Monseraz.

White low buildings along cobbled streets, doors decorated by lush plants, coffee in a little café with
bull fight posters everywhere and then shopping. We bought two bowls and a rug from a lovely little

artisan shop run by a lady from Cheltenham then round the corner to a café/deli run by a Parisian
where we bought gin, ginger liqueur, olive oil and sardines. While he carefully bubble wrapped each
purchase individually he treated us to espressos then stuffed lollipops and cough sweets into our
bags.

Even the car parks were amazing, basically cobbled areas on ever higher concentric star patterned
ramparts.

On the road and off to look at a standing stones..

The road to our campsite was cobbled and hand-built during the Second Wold War so that Portugal
could patrol its border with Spain, just across the valley. It was less dusty, more bumpy but still
flanked by mile upon mile of olive trees. Our campsite at Rosario is gorgeous, quiet, clean and comes
with a bar terrace and a swimming pool! Here for two nights, hurray!

23rd September 2016
Camping Rosario rest day. Today we:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

7)
8)
9)

10)

Ran (Peter and Angus). 13.1 miles through olive groves with big barky dogs (Peter)
Caught up on the history of Portugal (Lisa)
Sketched (Clare)
Hand washed clothes (Clare, Lisa, Andy and Pretty)
Devised genius ratchet strap washing line (Nigel)
Sorted and cleaned/polished inside Doris (walnut trim now visible) (Lisa and Peter). Others
cleaned out their air filters – blowing them out with air compressors or just whacking them
near washing.
Drove off to a wine tasting place. Where you can’t taste the wine but you can buy it?
(Richard and Trish/Andy and Pretty)
Lounged by the pool (most of us) and played Canasta (Rachel, Angus and Lisa)
Had an entertaining group meal as served by Ernst the Dutch Landrover-mad owner of
camping Rosario. We had olives, sheep’s cheese and smoked ham “from my leeedle black
peegs”. The “sweet surprise” had schpirinkles!
Went to bed. Our dawn chorus (and midnight and so on..) was again dogs, sheep bells, and
for Dave his new best friend the pigeon who kept tap-tapping on his tent

24th September 2016
What a peaceful campsite that was, sheep bells, dogs and pigeons aside. Ernst shook hands with
everyone when we left, even those with Toyotas. Our drive was very picturesque as we aimed
towards Elvas, a pivotal fortified town in the history of the peninsular war along with other conflicts
and the site of an “Intermarche Super”. It was a bit of an “assault on the senses” as Peter pointed
out, surrounded by crowds of shoppers reaching over for the beef tomatoes or the 99 cents vino
verde. We got a chicken to roast for supper plus other supplies.

Elvas is dominated by a spectacular aqueduct and on the North side are intact fortifications from
centuries ago. The view from Forte Graca on the hill opposite was cracking, and once moved on by
the officious man in pistachio green who had a pointy finger exchange with Paul (who had quite
clearly not seen the “signal” not to park where we had chosen to), we had lunch in the sun
overlooking the town and the fort.

On the road again and we seemed to be climbing. The vegetation was more lush, especially as we
carried on North on tarmac towards Portoalegre, then struck off on to rocky tracks over conifer and
eucalyptus strewn hills. At the top we stopped for a comfort break and photos of the hunting permit
sign and some group photos. I drove the last bit, and the scenery continued to change. Looking more
like the Dales with olives trees as stone walls emerged and hugged our route.

We are at a lovely campsite with a pool and the chicken is roasting in the cobb. Only it’s a duck. Ho
hum.

Second error of the day was using the gents’ loos and showers. Paul’s fault, I think his left and right
are a bit confused.
Peter et al have found a Portuguese Geologist, Joao, who (most excitingly!) has a Disco 1! He now
has Paul’s number.

Just seen Angus emerge from the ladies. I feel happier now.

25th September 2016
Written by the Ponsul River near Lentisccais in the Parc Natural de Tejo International

Our rather excellent campsite, owned by Brit Gary, was quiet, clean, had showers with mops and
instructions when to use them, and granite ground with reflective flecks that sparkled in the light of
your head torch. On leaving it we lost Dave almost immediately. His right at the roundabout became
a left and he was gone. Sitting waiting for him with the engine off we could hear a screeeech
…screeeech… screech… Not sure if something was going to fall off Doris I realised it was the back
wiper accidentally knocked on this morning by over vigorous use of the dust puppy.
First stop was the stunning fortified town and castle of Marvao.

I have never seen such a cracking castle. The ramparts are intact, the form of it as it has been for
centuries and just inside the entrance is a massive underground cistern that is like a banqueting hall
without windows. According to the Encylopedia Blackburnia Marvao was never cracked, helped by
the fact that at the time of siege it was possible to store six month’s-worth of water in the cistern.
Having said that, the info in the guide says that it was taken from the Moors at the time of the
Reconquista! The castle was built at the end of the 9th Century and was important in several wars
including the Reconquista, the War of Restoration (17th C), The War of the Spanish Succession (18th
C), The Fantastic War (18th C), the War of the Oranges(!) (1801), the Peninsular War (1807-1811) and
the Civil War.

The town itself is very pretty, some little artisan shops and gardens along white walled alleys.

After the castle we drove to Castro de Vide Intermarche “Pingo”.Slightly chaotic in the isles but they
had such essentials as Um Bongo! We got out of the car park bun fight as quickly as possible, there
was a bit of a regroup and we were off again.

Not far. Paul felt the need to treat Nigel to a trip some rocks.. A Dolmen of great historical interest.

After that we were off on tracks again, conifers, eucalyptus, lots of those sharp spikey things like a
bunch of green acupuncture needles (might have been some form of broom). The track got bumpier,
it got hotter and Paul’s clearing for lunch had vanished. We carried on, up into the eucalypts to
somewhere quiet in the trees.

After lunch the tracks became rockier and for a long stretch we had a cracking off-road route
through overgrown vegetation, pitted and narrow with brambles and bushes and sticks flicking in
through mainly the passenger window, the wing mirrors being flipped in several times and at the
end the CB aerial on it’s MagMount being swept off the roof.

It was great.
Hot, happy and in need of an espresso and ice cream we came down into Vila Velaha de Rodao. It is
Sunday and there was a motorboat regatta on so we had to retrace steps slightly to find the former
in a bar, the latter in a petrol station. From then on we were heading in to the Parc National de Tajo,
along the Tejo River (the second of two major rivers flowing in to Portugal from Spain). We lost
“Emm Wytenta” or M80 our fab radio station around the border. Not necessarily a bad thing as
yesterday they played a whole afternoon of Elton John.

We are by the Ponsul, an olive green lazy river with mini-frogs and floaty bugs and the sun is going
down over the mountains. We are plastered in Dave’s Skin-So-Soft (“I have three bottles of the
stuff”) and a mozzy coil is going but there are still a fair few flies buzzing round.

Supper was a BBQ on Paul’s magic wheel guard thingy again. No one wanted my cous cous. Hmm.
This is a lovely spot, or would be if folks hadn’t left rubbish everywhere including discarded sandals
and hot pants.

The boys got to use their inner cavemen and went wood gathering, dragging back logs that kept the
fire going for ages. They had also tidied up a bit, especially Nigel.

The port is going down well. We sank a bottle of white, one of tawny, and one of red. The cheese
board has gone round. All very civilised. Apart from Bill. His Limerick went as follows:
There was a young lady from Bude
Who went for a swim in the lake
A man in a punt
Stuck a pole in her ear
And said “you can’t swim in ‘ere, it’s private!

Talking of Bill, at some point in the afternoon a smell of cabbages pervaded the cars. Seemingly the
first action of every wife was to ask their husband if they had “dropped one”. Having denied it the
men then started to worry about their vehicles as the smell persisted. Bill and Mike, who had
presumably accused each other, asked if we all had a smell of “shprouts”. A sprout conversation
then sprung up and now his sprout green Toyota is “The Sprout”. “It’s not the shprout, it’s Jabba cos
it’s big, green and right now we live in it!”

26th September 2016
Written outside Hotel la Palmera, Valverde del Fresno, Spain.
Apparently we have two more nights of wild camping before a night at a campsite. Boy will
we hum. Luckily the smell of BBQ food and wood smoke may help to mask things.
Talking of wood, Bushcraft Blackburn and Charcoal Clayton piled sand on the humungous log
dragged from the woods and burned on the fire last night until long after we went to bed.

They have now made charcoal and are loading it in to Dave’s Bush Pig – not an unfortunate
little snorty animal but a metal box on legs that makes a robust BBQ and, if you use wood, –
charcoal!
What a day. Dust, dust, dust, dust.
I started off the driving, Peter rocked off to sleep he was so relaxed. We stopped for bread at
Ladoeiro. I headed straight into the shop that we had parked next to. It was a pesticide shop.
Suspect Dave will be in there later. The provisions shop was great, but the Café Regresso was even
better. A barrel-shaped, black and white-clad old lady shuffled away from the crowd of old dears
sitting round a table in the middle of the room. Paul and I both recoiled as we walked in, it was like a
scary WI meeting and we’d intruded. The barrel-lady shrugged, shuffled between the bar and the
espresso machine for every one of the eight coffees she served. She spoke an odd Portuguese –
French lingo. Back in the shop to buy baby wipes for Clare and Nigel (who were most impressed by
the “adult” ones I had bought after a gestu-consultation with the lady on the till). General chaos in
the shop, the lovely lady on the till handing out free rusk biscuits, three barrel-shaped, black and
bluish clad ladies “Bon Dia’ing”, chatting up Bill and generally holding things up. Notes I made
included: “Bill scored”, “Dave bought wine for 85 cents a carton”.
Our tourist stop was Indhana la Vehla (Old Indhana). We drove past a multi-coloured fighter jet on a
plinth, Paul thinks it may be a war memorial, but which war?

There are two Indhanas, la Nova is the new one at only 400 years old! La Velha is ancient.

It was occupied by the Romans and the remains of the Roman villa are phenomenal. Inscribed lintels
are lined up in rows three deep. Then the Visiogoths, then the Templars (there is still a Templar
tower standing there among the houses).

We had a wander round, tried a café for food but apparently it being a Monday “La Velha” was shut!
A dodgy bloke didn’t realise this, he came running out rubbing his hands at the huge influx of
tourists into his town. “Come into my shop…”, gesticulate, gesticulate.. It was a rack of biscuits and
some goats cheese. He wanted 10 euros for a small round of cheese and 5 for a small packet of

biscuits. With a mouthful of sample biscuit it was difficult to decline the latter (I did NOT give him 5
euros) but the cheese was way too much.
I beat a retreat, found Peter and we had lunch in the shade.
Then we hit the dust. Oh my word. Peter drove, I was on camera duty. Towards the back of the
group we could see dust clouds emerging from the vegetation ahead.

Following Angus the soft orangey dust made small beaches all along the track, kicked up by off-road
tyres it created dust clouds that made the route invisible. In turn we kicked up clouds of dust for The
Sprout and then Andy’s Rufus as we wound our way through conifer woods, communal farm lands,
up and down slopes, through a farm, over granite and then quartz in a kind of Brownian motion
through what I assume was still Parc Nationale. At one point we had to wait for a herd of black goats
sweeping “majestically across the Serengeti” in our path.

Further on and two bikers, patiently waiting by the track, emerged as two bright lights in the gloom
like something from Close Encounters.

Then the inevitable happened. A locked gate. Back through the communal farm, up and down
slopes, through the large farm again, between the trees and finally on to tarmac briefly and on yet
another track down to our (sort of) intended wild camp. What we found was a churned up patch
straddling a road. By then dazed and confused and weary, when Paul offered the chance of a little
campsite 5k away we jumped at it. Or we would have if our brains were functioning. Generally we
just looked blank. Back on the road and off to a campsite with showers. It was closed. Which was a
shame because it looked lovely. Did we want to try a campsite 20k away in Spain?
On tarmac and off to Spain – Valverde del Fresno. The “Camping Natural” was closed. Which was a
shame, cos it looked lovely! A big green gate, two large waggy dogs and a lane clogged with eight
very dusty vehicles. Angus and Rachel’s Spanish came to the rescue when a middle aged bloke in a
football shirt strode up. He kindly phoned the owner while we started to brew up and to brush down
our vehicles, sorted out knocking noises that turned out to be a loose shock absorber.

The owner turned up to open the gate so sitting in the passenger seat with a hand brush and a
jetboil on my lap we drove into the campsite then out again when it emerged that the owner was
not going to turn the water on for us.
Hence being at the Hotel Palmera. Our room has a leather mini bar and a balcony, sadly next to a
couple of blokes from The Wirral. The dust that came off our cars and our bodies..! The tea strainer
thingy in the bath plug clogged up with dirt after our showers and even after a good scrub we made
the towels filthy. Sorting out stuff in the back of the truck, every time we closed the door a cloud of
dust plumed out onto the (clean) traffic of Valverde. Five goes at the dashboard with a damp cloth
later and it’s looking more presentable. The lovely lumps of quartz I had decorated the passenger
dash with have been confiscated.

27th September 2016
Our briefing outside the Hotel Palmera included a little tutorial on dust driving. Most likely Paul was
fed up with us all banging on about the murk of yesterday. The petrol station outside town had a jet
wash, all but Discos Dave and Doris were hosed down. I like the idea of parking up at home with the
evidence of our trip plastered over everything.

Back in Portugal (past the sign for the Palace Hotel and Spa that Clare had spotted when we were on
our campsite hunt) and we were back on still dusty but more rocky tracks.

Flashing and waving at each other as per our “dust driving” tutorial, we made our way in to the hills
through the cedars and the eucalypts and on to slopes of low bushes and then heather. The view
became spectacular, the tracks better and as we went we kept slipping across the border into Spain.

There were firebreaks all around, seemed a shame not to go up one. So we did.
Paul flew up in his Landcruiser then Andy and Pretty in Rufus with a bit of a wobble near the top.
Next was Angus. Half way up and he stopped, slid back, went sideways and stopped. Paul walked
down to him, gave directions and he too made it to the top. Nigel, gleefully grinning and rubbing his
hands, had swapped to drive up next, then Peter, then the rest. Meanwhile, waiting patiently at the
back was Dave peeling an orange. “I thought it were difficult to peel. It were a fookin’ lemon! Tasted
real bitter. Yerch”…”Don’t you put that in yer bloody book!”

The good news is that I have found some heather for the passenger dash.

We had obviously been spotted messing around. After taking pictures at the top next to the E and P
stone we carried along the border on the P side. Along the E side a park ranger in a green pickup
went bombing past the convoy and off into the dust. We parked briefly in Foios, blocking in a green
park ranger pickup, to buy bread. Off up through the village and we were through oak orchards to a
“shady meadow thingy, guys” for lunch.

On the road again and Dave was misplaced again. Richard saw him through the trees so happily we
got him back. Our path after that was lovely. It was like a long green lane of overgrown scrub oak.
The dappled light and a bit of a breeze made for a charming drive and so long as I took care not to
knock the CB aerial off again on the lower branches the drive was peaceful. Oak gave way to
drystone walls and along the route huge lumps of granite made the scenery look like Brimham
Rocks.

My favourite bit came next. We had a stretch of wide, not very pot-holey gravelly track with fields of
yellow grass waving away to either side. 3rd gear in high box (which incidentally is now much easier
to get into from low and vice versa – can do it all on my tod now!) and the windows down and we
bombed along. I loved it. We passed some great walls at one point – combination of standing stones
and drystone. I stopped for Peter to take some pictures (we weren’t the only ones!) and got beeped
from behind by an impatient Palmer. He got a signal from both of Peter and me.

At the Intermarche in Vilar Formoso and Peter couldn’t open his passenger door. Nigel refused to
pull it open, God love him, and Peter was less than pleased to wait for me to walk round to his side
to open it. He had wedged one of my flip flops in the door. “F**king flip flops!!” were kicked across
the car park. I’ve retrieved them.
The other side of town has a café which is now lighter to the tune of 13 Red Berries Soleros and one
magnum. Nigel also had been shopping. He has bought Peter some knee high stockings. Not for
tonight, apparently, but for his snorkel.

We are now at a gorgeous grassy site just north of Almeida.

The vehicles are circled ready for Sitting Bull, the tents are up, I’ve done my diary and tonight I will
finally do rocky bloody road. At least it will mean that I can use the space currently occupied by the
ingredients in my dry comestibles box to stash a load of port.

28th September 2016
The campsite is so peaceful. We are sitting in the sun listening to Clare and Nigel pack up behind us,
the shoosh of the wind through the trees above us and the rustle of the tall dry grass in front of us.
Cows in the distance mooing away and various birds singing too, but that’s it.

Rachel is knitting, Pretty is doing her face care, Paul is map scanning and Dave is trying to suss out
his satnav. Richard and Trish are folding up their Oz tent. Things are quiet at the Sprout.

We will need to detox when we get home. Every night the ever-generous Andy hands around his
cheese board and/or hand sliced ham and the port comes out. Also, the 85 cents-a-carton vinho
tinto is proving remarkably drinkable and is therefore being consumed in significant quantities. We
don’t seem to have much in the way of a headache either. Yet.

Peter doesn’t like my fir cone dashboard decoration. I’m allowed to keep one, and that’s it.

Almeida: what an amazing town. Heavily fortified with ranks of star shaped walls with gun
emplacements looking down into the trenches below at every angle, any siege breaker would have
breached the first layer of fortifications only to find themselves in a death trap. The fort was built in
the rash of castles aimed to keep the Spanish out from the 1640s onwards. It was impregnable, even
in the Peninsular War but unfortunately the castle within was “blown to smithereens” in 1812 when
the Portuguese/British magazine exploded.

We wandered into town, a charming jumble of cobbled streets, and as ever the whole group
variously found themselves at the same café. A young Brazilian man gave up his table so we could sit
together. His father was from Almeida and he still has family here, but he works in a music shop in
Berwick on Tweed and has the rather un-Portuguese name of Martin. His English was so perfect and
he was so obliging that I asked him about pronunciation of various phrases. So:
I love Portugal = Eu amo Portugal (sounds like “ayo amo Portugal”)

That’s great = Ochimo
That’s enough, ta (as when buying stuff) = Suficietente, obrigado
I asked about the Portuguese flag. According to him (and he nipping in to the café to check dates
with the proprietor) the flag dates back to Dom Alfonso Henriques, the first King of Portugal. Born in
1109, reigned 1139, died 1185, Alfonso is a legend in Portugal. Aged 15 he could wield a mighty
sword. The lozenges on his flag represent the stigmata of Christ (or Chagas). Martin loves his history
and is very proud of Portugal and its heritage of Navigation and ship building. He showed Pretty and
me through the town to the “monument of the English”, which happened to be a memorial to
Viscount Beresford.

We walked back past the riding school to the group. Driving out of town Paul nipped out ahead of us
through the gates so that he could take a photo of each vehicle coming through.

We were aiming North to the Douro valley. Vineyards emerged on either side, neat rows of Ribena
berry-coloured grapes right up to the road. These thinned out as the rocks appeared, great lumps of
granite piled on top of each other all over the hills. It looks like extremely difficult farming land, no
room for tractors or fields of crops.

There is dust on rock with acupuncture bushes and scrub fighting their way in between. Lunch
surrounded by lavender and under oak trees left us hot and sleepy.

Further on and the hills changed again. The olive trees were ancient, and grown in centuries-old
fashion with each one split in two to increase the yield – although moisture is then prone to collect
in the crack. Something found very funny by Peter, Nigel and Dave.

Row upon row of the olive trees hugged the gentle slopes, interspaced with vines, rosehips,
elderberries and trees that looked like they had conkers on them but which are actually oaks with
big, round, squidgy, inflated-puffer-fish-like nuts.

The vineyards became richer, the supporting fence posts made of spikes of slate.

Cresting the hill and we were looking down at the Douro. This major river is the historical heart of
port production. Barges would ship the fortified wine down the river to Porto for export. The
riverbank is rich in citrus trees and vines.

We came down at Barca d’Alba, the furthest inland that the biddy cruises sail up to now that a dam
has been built just upriver. There were large Viking cruise ships disgorging tourists of a certain age
who were then loading up onto coaches for their wine tasting trips.
We crossed the river and headed up a rocky track on the other side, climbing up the Northern slopes
to look down on the griffin vultures who now live in the Douro valley. Perched on the cliff edge, with
varying degrees of trepidation, we had a group photo. Nigel had a tinker with his turbo and we
moved on. Just round a bend or two and a breezy rest area (with railings!) and picnic benches was
the perfect stop for coffee and rocky road.

We had spotted smoke rising from further North since crossing the Douro. As we headed towards it
we could see the water planes lumbering towards the smoke. Through a large town and the smoke
increased. Round the hill and to our left was a wild fire with Bombiers on site and water planes
above. We stopped further on, walked down a disused road and watched them swoop down and
dumps their water on the flames.

The whole valley was either burning or been burnt. Suddenly we were in autumn, with black ground
and brown leaves.
Round a few bends and the green and beige returned.
Our campsite is at Mogadouro. It is almost empty, very spacious and quiet. We all opted to go out
for a meal and it was cracking. A wander up through the town, clean, tidy and charming to a
restaurant behind a sports bar. We all had flame-cooked pork steaks and they were delicious. Claire
and I were the first to wander back to the camp to find that at 22.09 the gates were closed and
locked (open 08.00-22.00). We climbed over the wall. When the others arrived they started to
clamber over the gate but a quite grumpy bloke with a German shepherd turned up and showed us
how to open it.
Diary entry finished at 23.30. Exhausted.
29th September 2016
Written at Vimioso Campsite.

All of us felt a bit dopey this morning thanks to the battalions of barking and howling dogs of
Mogadouro not-very-close harmony woofing away all night. It was relentless.
After breakfast we did group photos on and in front of Rufus the red 90 because Rachel and Angus
were saying goodbye to us. They are off to Lisbon to hand over their (now cleaned and slightly
stripped) Land Rover to their son so that he and his friends can drive it back to the UK.

We retraced our steps to start, but not as far as originally planned as today’s intended area was the
one that we saw being dowsed by the water planes yesterday. Instead we were on farm tracks until
lunch in a grassy spot with very pretty wild crocuses in the grass.

On farm tracks and bumping along, slightly mesmerised and dozy apart from singing along to Nik
Kershaw on Emm Wytenta, we pulled in to Cacarehos. I was just thinking how picturesque the town
was, old stone, higgledy piggledy streets, black ornate and ancient looking balconies, when we came
across four not-so-very-picturesque Landrovers parked in a line near the church. Not sure we should
have been too surprised but Paul knew the guy in front. Jose, who works in IT, loves showing off
Portugal even more than he loves Landrovers and happily enjoys both (whilst supplementing his
income) by taking tours of Landrover enthusiasts around the country. He also knows Joao, the
Geologist, so was pre-warned that we were in the area. Jose also knows Paul through events like the
Peterborough Landrover show. How reassuring to know that he has been to some really exciting
parts of our country.

Jose was delighted to see us and he promptly invited us all to join him and his group as he was
shown around an ancient house in the process of renovation. The owner, an artist, bought the house
in the middle of town 20 years ago and he has been renovating it at glacial speed since. It was
something else: a property built in 1828 that was obviously owned by a wealthy family (quite
possibly because of the main sources of wealth for the region – cows and chestnuts) as shown by the
large wooden doors and the fact that there was a chamber for the pig just inside the entrance. It was
made of hunks of granite, chestnut wood beams and great stone flags. The aforementioned pig lived
just below the kitchen, which had a massive stone chimney where sausages and big chunks of pork
were smoked. There was a hole in the kitchen floor where scraps could just be dropped through to
the piggy waste disposal unit below. Further in was a room with mangers for the cows and the
“dunkeys”. There were two ovens, again a sign of wealth as most folk would have to use the
communal oven in the centre of town.
In the more completed section, past the temporary wooden walkways and the wine press, were
simple charming rooms with funky vegetable gourds dangling under the wall lamps, and an antique
stand-on thresher made of wood with flints embedded in the under surface. The gentleman was
delighted to show us his home and Jose was an excellent guide. He even took Paul and several
others in to an enclosed orchard and barn owned by a family who moved to Brazil decades ago with
no record of who, or where or how to contact them. We also talked to him about wine growing in
the region. The slate posts we had seen have a purpose: the slate on the ground and the vertical
slate posts reflect light and therefore increase the sun expose of the grapes, making them sweeter
and making the wine heavier. We had already noticed that the grapes had been harvested on the
vines south of the Douro, here they were being harvested now by lots of little vine tractors pootling
around. Timing, it seems is crucial, and varies by region.
We had also spotted not just a change in the houses, but also that most junctions had slender stone
crosses on them. We were in an area known as “Tras do Montanes” or “Other side of the
Mountains”. Basically, a bit different.

At Camping Municipal, Vimioso, and Andy and Pretty with some help from others have cooked chips
for all, Dave is brewing coffee and Paul is fishing the rest of the rocky road out of the fridge.

30th September 2016
Written at Hotel Santiago, Leon.

It was a peaceful night. A leisurely start meant a trip to the mini-market in Vimioso where we
stocked up on 5 bottles of port, two bottles of wine and a dinky egg frying pan.
The tracks were lovely. We had lunch at a picnic spot near a river and then off onto wooded hills
again. On one section the little concrete bridge had collapsed so a bit of a detour down a dry river
bed. A few more dusty/rocky bits this afternoon and then we were at the marker for the most North
Easterly point of Portugal. According to Paul, we had driven 1254km from Sagres, for a total of 42
hours behind the wheel. We had group photos at the top, drove on a bit further and said Goodbye
to Trish and Richard who were heading to a campsite nearby.
Six vehicles left, we followed Mother Duck onto the main road to Ponteverde where we waved to
Paul as he peeled off to Salamanca, leaving five of us. We led, up the A66 towards Leon until close to
the city when the Palmers and their super-google-nav took the lead. The Hotel Santiago is big,
spacious, clean and has hot showers. Bill, Mike, Andy and Pretty shunned it and headed North. We
are getting a taxi into Leon for food and drink.

Leon was great. The five of us, Peter, Clare, Nigel, Dave and I, got taxis to Plaza Santo Domingo and
wandered around the main area of bars and restaurants, past the men in Matador outfits singing
Guantanamera. Our meal was excellent, and we got ice creams near the fabulous flood-lit cathedral.
In the Piazza Mayor there was live music with bagpipes and everything! Dave got a text from Bill just
as we got our Daquiris and Mojitos, they are apparently in a dark windy layby somewhere.
Guantanamerrrrra….!

1st October 2016
Written at Santander ferry port.

It was weird getting up in the dark. We all had breakfast under a large TV with teen rock flashing
above us. Feeling a bit bleary-eyed we soon woke up as they started showing footage of pigs being
artificially inseminated.
Filled up (sorry about the terminology) with fuel round the corner at 95 cents/L, we set out for
Santander via the Picos de Europa. The route was easy and Dave had word from Bill that they were
at a place called Riano. There were signs of Franco’s tendency to dump hideous cement works and
factories in the North of Spain but the scenery was gorgeous with wisps of cloud clinging to the
mountains ahead.

Cresting a hill and over a dam there was view of a huge, and very dried-up, reservoir. Further on and
we crossed it again, over a long bridge into Riano. Standing at the first petrol station were Rufus and
The Sprout, and at the entrance Andy, Pretty, Bill and Mike. Most disappointing to find that they
hadn’t resorted to a dark and windy layby but had found a good hotel in Riano instead. Our intended
route to Potes (or Potchez as Paul called it) was apparently blocked. Andy had pumped the guy at
the petrol station for information and our options were 1) Potes route but no chance of getting
through the roadworks until 4pm 2) go straight North to the West of the Picos but risk the slow
convoy system in place that way 3) head South again, along and up again towards Potes.
We chose option 3, down to Guarda, across to Cervera where Clare and Nigel passed us with a signal
or two and carried on. That left Rufus, The Sprout and two Discos. We had coffee and bought bread
while Andy spread his map again and worked out an alternative route through the mountains. Rufus
and The Sprout peeled North half way to Potes after we all had lunch at a mountainside viewpoint.
The road beyond was windy but very pretty and we decided to double back slightly so we could go
for coffee in the infamous Potes. It was a gem, very Alpine and stuffed with Brits aged 60-80 with lap
dogs and quite probably campervans that we would see in the ferry later. The place was charming, a
wander, a brief meal and a bit of tutt shopping later and we tackled the road to Panes. It was one
long gorge, and like the Palmers ahead of us we got stuck behind a coach with a comets tail of
motorbikes behind it. For miles. The expletives from Dave behind us came thick and fast as cars
came flying past us on blind corners.
Finally at Santander, we are back nestled in the Planets Bar with Kronenbourg and the
entertainment itinerary for the next 24 hours. Can’t wait for the balloon modelling.

26th October 2016
Written in the fresh air of one of the “sun” decks of the Cap Finistere

No more alcohol for the next few days! Started with beer, wine at supper and Peter ended up on
Laphroig. The meal on board was excellent again but I felt sorry for the poor couple next to us and
the Palmers. The Planets Bar beckoned but as we were under way fully by then there was a
significant amount of sway and movement. The entertainment was memorable. It started with
Byron. Byron looked like half of Jedward with his “Grease” head, jacket, skinny trousers and shiny
shoes. He hit the crowd with all the old favourites to get them going. The crowd was a load of
middle-aged bikers, caravaners and us lot. When Clare finally gave up and went to bed the room was
full of tubby or baldy blokes, me and two other women (one of whom turned out to be a bloke with
really bad hair).
Not put off by the lack of enthusiasm, Byron proceeded to serenade his partner Lucy who was
bouncing away behind the disco waving her arms, smiling and impressing the blokes with her lovely
hair. We endured “My Girl” but as there really weren’t any other serenading candidates on offer
Byron gave and handed over to Lucy who came skipping round to the dance floor smiling, waving her
arms and battling to stay contained in a tight black dress with a conveniently placed zipper up the
back. She made quite a sensation, the baldy middle-aged blokes became noticeably more animated
but there was no way anyone was going to bounce round the dance floor with her.
I gave up when the motion sickness (aided by a mis-judged Baileys) became too much and left the
boys in the bar. Peter finally rocked in at 2am British time.

We don’t feel like doing very much at all. But we have five hours until the balloon modelling so let’s
see..

Peter is still banging on about Yolanda.
Done the Brittany Ferries word search and crossword.
Witnessed the tragic balloon modelling with Byron, a creepily-over-enthusiastic-ZoeBall-y-likee and
two toddlers.
Eaten our last two pot noodles.

We are all very sad the holiday is nearly over. Our only compensation is our collection of port
stashed in various parts of the truck.

Finally at home and all that remains is to unpack the port, the wine, the cheese and the honey and
to explain to our neighbours why the most ludicrously noisy vehicle on the street is now also by far
and away the most dusty!

Appendix 1 – potted history of Portugal as nicked from Paul’s book
When the Romans left the Visigoths, Vandals, Alans and Suevi fought over Portugal, and as a bit of a
sneaky move in 711 the Visigoths invited the Moors over to help them out. The occupied Southern
half of Portugal benefitted from a Moorish culture which was tolerant of other religions and brought
with it artistic and linguistic influences. “Algarve” is from “Al-Gharb”, Arabic for “The West”. Only the
North was still Christian until the Reconquista in the 11th Century.
In 1085 Alfonso I thrashed the Moors in Toledo, and apparently went on to win Seville in a game of
chess with the Emir! Pissed off, the Emir then sneakily asked the Moroccans to help him, and
together they drove the Christians back North. Alfonso, rattled, himself yelled for help and that is
when the Crusaders came stomping down to join him. Basically from then on the Christians and the
Moors fought over Portugal until the late 13th Century.
The Catholic leaders in Portugal tended to be fat cat bastards, and the aristocracy were not much
better. The common people were disenfranchised. Finally Alfonso III stood up to the church but it
was his son Dinis 1279-1325 who really shaped Portugal. He sorted out the judiciary, planted forests
and encouraged trade. He also suppressed the order of the Knights Templar (not easy), founded
Lisbon University and signed a pact of friendship with England in 1308 from which both countries
have never looked back.
Sixty years later and Portugal under Ferdinand was at war with Castile, aided by alliances with
England. When he died his wife Leonora was made regent but rather unsatisfactorily she had a
Spanish lover. The powerful Portuguese merchants preferred Joao, Ferdinand’s illegitimate brother,
so bumped off the Spanish lover, Leonora fled and Portugal invaded Castile. Backed up by English
forces, Joao beat the Castillians against massive odds thanks to his C-in-C Nuno Alvares. On a roll,
Joao built the monastery of Santa Maria da Vitoria (or Battle Abbey), sealed the alliance with
England, married John of Gaunt’s daughter and concluded peace in 1411.
With a stable Portugal the age of exploration and conquer could commence. In 1415 Portugal took
Ceuta. The next breakthrough was the arrival on the scene of Joao’s third son, Henry Duke of Viseu,
a man of vision who was the main instigator of the Age of Discoveries and as such responsible for
development of Portuguese exploration. He is known to history as Henry the Navigator.
We all know that the Italian Columbus sailed the ocean blue in 1492, but what I hadn’t realised that
he was based in Portugal for years and that his exploration proposal was rejected by Joao II on the
recommendation of his advisors, hence Columbus’s funding by Isabella of Castille. In 1497 in the
reign of Manuel I Vasco da Gama set off for India. Portugal became wealthier, rich with gold and
slaves from Africa and with spices from the East, but also from taking in 150,000 Jews booted out by
Spain in 1492.
After Columbus “discovered” America a proper bun fight started between Portugal and Spain over
the vast new territories they were both laying claim to. Something was needed to sort out who had
what. In 1494 the Treaty of Tordesillas (where we had a burger and a pee stop on the way down
through Spain) basically split the new world in to two: down a line 370 leagues west of the Cape
Verde islands with Spain keeping territories to the West of the line, and Portugal keeping Brazil and
territories to the East. It didn’t mean that there wasn’t lots of squabbling between the countries,
however. In 1519 Magellan, a Portuguese explorer who had fallen out with his own King Manuel I,
set off to prove that the Spice Islands were Spanish. In 1521 he got as far as the Philippines (named
after his sponsor Philip II of Spain – Mr Spanish Armada) via the charmingly named “Peaceful Sea” –
now called the Pacific. Rather unpeacefully, Magellan died in a skirmish in the Philippines – real

school boy adventure stuff involving warring tribes and bamboo spears. One ship of the five made it
back via the Cape of Good Hope, the first ever circumnavigation of the World.
Portugal was stinking rich. She built extravagantly and financed huge expeditions but by 1570 the
country was groaning under the expense. Other things were going sour too. Those refugee Jews
from Spain in 1492? They were expelled from Portugal in 1496/7 and those who stayed and had
been converted to Christianity (Marranos) were later persecuted by the Inquisition:
The Inquisition ran from 1536 to 1765. Initially aimed at refugee Jews, victims were
captured, accused of non-Christian acts, usually imprisoned and tortured for 10 years or
more and finally processed through the streets to a hearing, the Auto da Fe or Act of Faith
dressed in a san benito (a yellow gown painted with flames) and conical cap. If they recanted
they were strangled and burned, if not they were burned alive.

Already squeezed for cash, when Dom Sebastiao in 1578 decided to invade Morocco to make it
Christian things went really pear-shaped. He took a force of 18,000 men, of which 8,000 were killed
at Alcacer-Quibir. As was he. What money Portugal had left was used to ransom those captured,
effectively putting the seal on the end of Portugal’s 150 year Golden Age.
Back home, Sebastiao’s uncle Philip II of Spain (Mr Armada) grabbed the throne of Portugal, ending
her independence. Sebastiao having died in Morocco, pretenders to the throne kept popping up,
many thinking their ill-fated King was still alive.
Abroad, Portugal’s empire was also being nibbled at, including by us. England took Hormuz, Dutch
Malacca, Ceylon and Port of Brazil.
In the 17th Century tensions were hotting up, not helped by Philip III of Spain (son of Mr Armada). He
stripped almost all power from the Portuguese nobility, aiming to make Portugal merely a province
of Spain. The final straw was when he set Portuguese troops on a civil uprising leading to a massive
revolt and the expulsion of the Spanish Governor of Portugal. In his place the Duke of Braganza was
crowned Joao IV of Portugal.
Philip was seriously pissed off. And Portugal needed allies. Joao’s daughter Catherine of Braganza
was married to Charles II, sealing yet another alliance with England for much needed support in the
Portuguese Restoration war. Finally, in 1668, Spain recognised Portugal’s independence.
Just over a century later in 1793 and Portugal was at war again, and siding with England again – this
time against Napoleon. In 1807 Portugal’s royal family fled to Brazil (for 14 years exile) as Napoleon
pushed his way towards Lisbon. Portugal was now in the Peninsular War, battling away until 1811
when the French and Spanish were finally pushed back in to Spain. Wellington was affectionately
known by his army as Old Douro, by the way.
The second half of the 19th Century was a golden age again, progressive, liberal, with industrial
growth, but by 1900 discontent amongst workers was growing. Emigration to Brazil increased and
rural areas became depopulated.
Unrest grew, and in 1908 King Carlos and Crown prince Luis Felipe were assassinated in Lisbon, shot
in an open carriage by two gunmen as they were driven through the Praca do Comericio. The queen,
who hit at the assassins with the only thing she had to hand, a bouquet of flowers, and Carlos’s
younger son, Manuel survived. The latter became Manuel II but in 1910 fled to Britain as a coup
resulted in Portugal becoming a republic. He died there in 1932.

Appendix 2 - The flag
The Portuguese flag is half green (for hope) and half red (to represent the blood of those who have
died in the service of the nation). On the flag is a sphere, signifying the history of astronomy and
navigation from the Age of Discoveries. The large shield is that of Dom Alfonso I with the five blue
shields for the Cinco Chagas or wounds of Christ as explained by Martin the Brazilian. The seven
castles represent the seven forts that Alfonso III wrestled from the Moors.
Appendix 3 - The Peninsular War, (as borrowed from
http://www.peninsularwar.org/penwar_e.htm)
Europe in 1808
By the year 1808 France had achieved domination over the great majority of continental Europe.
Through victories at Ulm (1805), Austerlitz (1805), Jena-Auerstädt (1806) and Friedland (1807) her
armies had successively eliminated Austria, Prussia and Russia as military opponents. Britain alone
had withstood the power of France, achieving security against invasion through Nelson's victory over
the combined French and Spanish fleets at Trafalgar (1805).
The tide began to turn in 1808 when Napoleon created a new enemy by usurping the Spanish throne
in favour of his brother Joseph. The Spanish uprising that followed encouraged Britain to send an
expeditionary force to the Iberian Peninsula. The ensuing war was to play a major part in Napoleon's
downfall.
The War: Consolidation, 1808-1811
The road to war began in the autumn of 1807 when Napoleon moved French troops through Spain
to invade Portugal. After feeding more than 100,000 troops into Spain under the pretext of
supporting the invasion, Napoleon deposed the existing Spanish monarch in April 1808 in order to
place his own brother Joseph on the throne. Although the ensuing Spanish uprising can hardly have
come as a surprise to Napoleon, he failed to see that the revolt could never be completely
suppressed.
Britain now had a new ally in Spain and in August 1808 landed an expeditionary force under the
command of Lt.-Gen. Sir Arthur Wellesley at the mouth of the Mondego river in Portugal. Moving
south towards Lisbon, Wellesley defeated Delaborde at Roliça on 17th August before turning to the
mouth of the Maceira river to protect the landing of reinforcements. On 21st August, Wellesley's
position around Vimeiro Hill was attacked from the east by Junot. The Battle of Vimeiro was the first
occasion on which Napoleonic offensive tactics combining skirmishers, columns and supporting
artillery fire failed against the British infantry line and Wellesley's defensive skills. Junot was
defeated, though an opportunity to inflict further damage on the French was lost as the out-ranked
Wellesley was replaced first by Burrard and then by Dalrymple. Wellesley's victory was still sufficient
to persuade the French to evacuate Portugal as part of a controversial agreement which became
known as the Convention of Sintra.
The departure of Dalrymple, Burrard and Wellesley to face criticism of the Convention in Britain left
Sir John Moore in command of a British army of 30,000 in Portugal. The scale of the war in the
Peninsula escalated as a Spanish victory over Dupont at Bailén in July was answered by Napoleon's
arrival in Spain at the head of 200,000 veteran troops. Moore struck towards Burgos and the
northern flank of Napoleon's army, succeeding in drawing French forces away from southern Spain
before being forced to retreat westwards. The retreat ended in the evacuation by sea of Moore's

army at La Coruña in January 1809, and in the loss of Moore's own life. Napoleon meanwhile had
transferred command of the pursuit to Soult and returned to Paris, never again to lead an army in
the Peninsula.
In April 1809 Wellesley, freed from criticism over the Convention of Sintra, returned to Portugal and
assumed command of all British-Portuguese forces. Immediately, he implemented three innovations
in army organization: the infantry were for the first time divided into autonomous divisions, each
infantry brigade was provided with at least one company of riflemen, and - to mutual benefit - one
battalion of Portuguese infantry was placed in each of five British brigades.
After defeating Soult at Porto on 12th May, Wellesley crossed the border into Spain, joined forces
with the Spanish general Cuesta, and marched eastwards. On 27th-28th July, French armies under
Joseph attacked the allies north of Talavera. The British-Portuguese lines held throughout the Battle
of Talavera, finally compelling Joseph to abandon the battlefield. The victory had, however, been
costly and, with Soult threatening to cut the road to Portugal, Wellesley was forced to fall back.
The latter months of 1809 saw Spanish armies crushed first at Ocaña and then at Alba de Tormes,
while Wellesley, now Viscount Wellington of Talavera, concentrated on building defences astride the
roads into Portugal and began construction work on the Lines of Torres Vedras, a deep defensive
system protecting Lisbon.
The value of Wellington's preparations was proved in the following year when Masséna led a French
army through Ciudad Rodrigo and Almeida in a fresh attempt to re-take Portugal. Despite being
repulsed on 27th September 1810 in his attacks against Wellington's position on the ridge at Buçaco,
Masséna was able to force Wellington to seek safety behind the Lines of Torres Vedras. Masséna
had no chance of breaking through with the forces at his disposal, and a stand-off ensued until a lack
of supplies and the imminent arrival of British reinforcements in the spring of 1811 led Masséna to
fall back.
With one French army under Soult checked by Graham's victory at Barrosa on 5th March 1811,
Wellington was able to push Masséna out of Portugal. Counter-attacks at Fuentes de Oñoro on 3rd
and 5th May 1811 were repulsed after desperate struggles in the streets of the village. Masséna,
having failed to re-take Portugal, was replaced by Marmont. A further bloody battle took place at
Albuera on 16th May as Soult's move north was intercepted by a combined British-PortugueseSpanish force under Beresford. Although Beresford's handling of the battle - in which the French
made the largest single infantry attack of the War - attracted much criticism, Soult was finally forced
to retreat. French armies continued to threaten Wellington throughout the latter months of 1811,
but at no time were able to catch him at a disadvantage. The turning point of the war had been
reached.
The War: Attack, 1812-1814
On 8th January 1812 Wellington began to advance through Spain. Ciudad Rodrigo fell on 19th
January followed, after a costly assault, by Badajoz on 6th April. Wellington's ability to push on
eastwards in the face of an enemy that was numerically far superior was made possible by Spanish
regular and guerrilla forces pinning down French armies elsewhere in Spain. On 17th June,
Wellington entered Salamanca with only Marmont's army in the vicinity.
The two armies shadowed each other over the next few weeks until Marmont attempted to outflank Wellington on 22nd July. Wellington seized the opportunity to attack and in the ensuing Battle
of Salamanca won a crushing victory. Wellington entered Madrid on 6th August and penetrated as

far as Burgos before being forced to withdraw to Salamanca and then to Ciudad Rodrigo when
threatened by a combined French force under Soult, Joseph and Suchet.
Over the winter of 1812/1813 events moved further in Wellington's favour. Napoleon's invasion of
Russia in June 1812 had ended in disaster, and by March 1813 French armies in east Europe were
falling back to the Elbe river. With Prussia re-entering the war against France on 16th March,
Napoleon was unable to spare fresh troops for the Peninsula as he prepared to counter-attack in the
east. At the same time reinforcements continued to be fed into Wellington's army.
The difficulties facing the French commanders, Joseph and Jourdan, mounted as their armies
became increasingly pinned down by allied regular and guerrilla forces. In May 1813 Wellington
returned to the offensive, striking northwards towards Burgos without allowing the French armies
the chance to concentrate. From Burgos, Wellington outflanked Joseph by wheeling through the
mountains to the north. Joseph finally took up a defensive position in the valley of the Zadorra river,
only to see his forces routed on 21st June in the Battle of Vitoria.
Vitoria essentially sealed Napoleon's fate. News of Wellington's victory not only rallied the PrussianRussian alliance after defeats by Napoleon at Lützen and Bautzen, but contributed towards Austria's
decision in August to re-enter the war against France.
By mid-July, Wellington had reached the Pyrenees while Joseph and Jourdan had been replaced by
Soult. Although a counter-offensive by Soult was briefly successful at Maya and Roncesvalles,
Wellington's victory at Sorauren on 28th July restored the initiative to the allies.
On 7th October Wellington crossed the Bidassoa into France; on 10th November the French
defences along the line of the Nivelle were broken. Soult counter-attacked again on 10th December
after Wellington had crossed the Nive. Fighting continued over four days before the allied army
under Hill's command forced Soult back to the outskirts of Bayonne. In the meantime, the
continental allies were closing in on the French border from the east following victories at
Dennewitz in September and Leipzig in October.
On 27th February 1814, having succeeded in drawing Soult away from Bayonne, Wellington attacked
and defeated the French Marshal at Orthez. Although the resolve of the continental allies was again
tested by Napoleon's vigorous defence of France, Paris was entered by the allies on 31st March. The
last battle of the Peninsular War was fought on 10th April as Wellington cleared the French from the
Calvinet Ridge overlooking the city of Toulouse. On 12th April, news reached Wellington of
Napoleon's abdication. After six years, the Peninsular War was over.
An Appraisal
It can well be argued that the seeds of Napoleon's defeat and abdication in 1814 were sown by the
Emperor himself six years earlier when he usurped the Spanish throne for his brother Joseph and, in
so doing, alienated the Spanish nation.
The myth of French invincibility in battle was soon exposed by the defeats of Dupont and Junot at
Bailén and Vimeiro in 1808. Despite the withdrawal from La Coruña, Britain - through her navy's
domination of the seas - was able to take advantage of an alliance with Portugal and Spain to gain a
foothold on Continental Europe. By 1810-1811, 300,000 French troops had been sucked into the
Peninsula, and yet only 70,000 could be spared to confront Wellington; the remainder were pinned
down elsewhere by the threat of local insurrections and the actions of guerrillas. With the French

unable to concentrate their forces against the British-Portuguese army, Wellington was able to move
on to the offensive.
Although the outcome of Napoleon's 1812 invasion of Russia may not have been decided by events
in the Peninsula, the course of the 1813 German campaign almost certainly was. Not only was the
absence of some 200,000 French troops still locked into the Peninsula pivotal, but also Wellington's
crushing victory at Vitoria served to rally the Prussian-Russian alliance that was wavering after
setbacks at Lützen and Bautzen.
Napoleon is said to have exclaimed that it was absurd "que quarante mille Anglais gâtent toutes les
affaires d'Espagne." Alongside their Portuguese and Spanish allies they surely accomplished
considerably more.
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